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We present a complex-scaling generalized pseudospectral method for accurate and efficient treatment of
resonance states in two-center molecular systems, involving optimalnonuniformgrid discretization of the
Hamiltonian in prolate spheroidal coordinates. The procedure is applied to the first converged non-Hermitian
Floquet study of multiphoton ionization of molecular ions in intense low-frequency~1064 nm! laser fields. We
explore the underlying mechanism responsible for the ionization enhancement of H2
1 at some critical inter-
nuclear distances. Several features of the complex quasienergy states are observed. A detailed analysis of the
nature and dynamical behavior of these quasienergy states reveals that the ionization enhancement is mainly
due to the effect of charge-resonance-enhanced multiphoton resonances of the 1sg and 1su states with excited
electronic states at some particular internuclear distances. These ‘‘critical’’ distances depend on the details of
molecular electronic structure and the laser frequency and intensity used in the study.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.63.013414 PACS number~s!: 33.80.Rv, 33.80.Eh, 42.50.Hz, 33.90.1hl-
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theI. INTRODUCTION
The study of dissociative ionization of diatomic mo
ecules in intense laser fields is a subject of considerable
rent interest both experimentally@1–5# and theoretically
@6–8#. For the prototype molecular-ion system, H2
1 , both
the time-dependent wavepacket method@6# and Floquet ap-
proach~using complex basis functions! @7,8# have been used
for the study of the multiphoton ionization in strong field
Experimentally it has been found that linear molecules te
to align along the linear polarization of the laser fields. F
ther, the kinetic energy of the dissociated fragment ions
pears to be independent of the laser pulse and ioniza
fraction, and is only a fraction of the Coulomb energy of t
ions at the equilibrium separationRe @2,4,5#. A possible in-
terpretation of the latter observation is that ‘‘Coulomb exp
sion’’ does not take place at the equilibrium internuclear d
tanceRe but at a larger ‘‘critical’’ distance (Rc) at which the
ionization rate peaks@9#. The enhanced ionization at som
larger internuclear distance has been observed experim
tally @3# and confirmed by theoretical consideration@6–8#. In
the case of low-frequency ac fields, the theoretical anal
of the enhanced ionization process is generally proceede
means of the over-the-barrier breakup mechanism in
static ~dc! field limit at fixed internuclear distanceR @6–8#.
However, there is still some disagreement on the the ac
detailed mechanisms responsible for the enhanced ioniza
The goals of this paper are twofold:~a! First, we present
the first converged non-Hermitian Floquet calculations of
multiphoton ionization of H2
1 ~at fixed R) in the low-
frequency~1064 nm! regime and we explore the origin o
ionization enhancement. Due to the large number of Floq
photon blocks involved in the low-frequency fields, ‘‘exac
Floquet calculations are difficult and previous studies of t
problem have used either the cycle averaged rate~i.e., an
average of the ionization rates at different dc fields over
optical cycle! @7,8# or included the asymptotic expansion1050-2947/2000/63~1!/013414~10!/$15.00 63 0134r-
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the complex quasienergy to thev2 order @8#. As will be
shown later in this paper, the ‘‘exact’’ ac Floquet calcul
tions reveal several new features on the characteristics
dynamical behavior of complex quasienergy states at dif
entR, which have not been seen in the dc field limit. Exam
nation of the nature of these complex quasienergy st
leads to new insights on the detailed mechanisms for
enhanced ionization phenomenon.~b! Second, we introduce
a new and generalcomplex-scaling generalized pseudospe
tral ~CSGPS! technique for the determination of resonan
states, including complex quasienergy resonance states
two-center diatomic molecular systems. In the present c
text, the CSGPS method provides an optimalnonuniform
grid technique for the discretization of the molecular Floqu
Hamiltonian. The CSGPS method was previously develo
for the one-center atomic systems@10# and has been applie
successfully to the study of multiphoton@11# and above-
threshold ionization@12# and high harmonic generatio
~HHG! @13# of neutral atoms or negative ions in strong field
It was found that highly accurate results~for both ground and
excited resonance states! can be efficiently obtained with the
use of only a modest number ofnonuniformpseudospectra
grid points. The present extension of the CSGPS proced
to the two-center systems allows accurate and efficient de
mination of electronic quasienergy resonances of diato
molecular systems in strong fields even for the challeng
case of the low-frequency fields.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we outli
the basic procedures for the determination of both bound
resonance states for two-center diatomic molecular syst
with or without the external fields. In Sec. III, we extend th
procedure along with the non-Hermitian Floquet formalis
to the study of the phenomenon of the enhanced ionizatio
H2
1 in intense low-frequency~1064 nm! laser fields. The
underlying mechanism of the ionization enhancement is t
xplored by means of a detailed study of the nature of
complex quasienergy states involved.©2000 The American Physical Society14-1
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XI CHU AND SHIH-I CHU PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 013414II. GENERALIZED PSEUDOSPECTRAL METHOD
FOR THE BOUND AND RESONANCE STATES
IN TWO-CENTER MOLECULAR SYSTEMS
A. Bound-state systems
The field-free electronic Hamiltonian of H2
1 , in atomic
units, can be written as
Ĥ52
1
2
¹22
1
ur2R1u
2
1
ur2R2u
, ~1!
where r is the electronic coordinate, andR15(0,0,a) and
R25(0,0,-a) are the coordinates of the two nuclei in Car
sian coordinates. The internuclear separationR is equal to
2a. Now consider the bare electronic Hamiltonia
in the prolate spheroidal coordinates (m,n,w), 0<m,`,
0<n<p, and 0<w<2p, where x5a sinhm sinn cosw,
y5a sinhm sinn sinw, andz5a coshm cosn @14#. Equation
~1! can be recasted into the following form:
Ĥ52
1
2a2 F 1~sinh2m1sin2n!sinhm ]]m S sinhm ]]m D
1
1
~sinh2m1sin2n!sinn
]
]nS sinn ]]n D
1
1
sinh2m sin2n
]2
]w2G2 2 coshma~cosh2m2cos2n! . ~2!
Due to the axial symmetry of the system, the solutions of
static Schro¨dinger equation
Ĥc5Ec ~3!
take the form,
cm~r !5e
imwF~m,n!, ~m50,61,62 . . . !. ~4!
In the pseudospectral method, we expandF(m,n) by
FNm ,Nn(m,n), the polynomials of orderNm andNn in m and
n, respectively,
F~m,n!.FNm ,Nn~m,n!
5 (
i 50,j 50
Nm ,Nn
f~m i ,n j !gi@x~m!#gj@y~n!#, ~5!
and further require the approximation to be exact, i
FNm ,Nn(m i ,n j )5f(m i ,n j )[f i j , where $x(m i)% and
$y(n j )% are the two sets of collocation points to be describ
below. In Eq.~5!, gi(x) andgj (y) are the cardinal functions
@10,11# defined as
gi~x!52
1
Nm~Nm11!PNm~xi !
~12x2!PNm8 ~x!
x2xi
, ~6!
gj~y!52
1
Nn~Nn11!PNn~yj !
~12y2!PNn8 ~y!
y2yj
. ~7!01341-
e
.,
d
In the case of the Legendre pseudospectral method@10,11#,
which we adopt in this article, the boundary points arex0
5y0521 and xNm5yNn51. xi( i 51, . . . ,Nm21) and
yj ( j 51, . . . ,Nn21) are the collocation points determine
respectively, by the roots of the first derivative of the Le
endre polynomialPNm with respect tox and the first deriva-
tive of PNn with respect toy, namely,
PNm8 ~xi !50, ~8!
PNn8 ~yj !50. ~9!
It follows that the cardinal functions possess the followi
unique properties:
gi~xi 8!5d i ,i 8 , ~10!
gj~yj 8!5d j , j 8 . ~11!
We shall use the following mapping relationships betweenm
and x and between and y:
m5L
11x
12x
, ~12!
n5
p
2
~11y!, ~13!
wherexP@21,1#, yP@21,1#, mP@0,̀ #, nP@0,p#, andL
is the mapping parameter. The collocation points ofx(m)
and y(n) are determined by Eqs.~8! and ~9!. Having con-
structed the mesh structure, we define a set of disc
weightswi
x( i 50, . . . ,Nm), wj
y( j 50, . . . ,Nn), and a pair of
discrete matricesdx anddy, which generate approximate in
tegrals and partial derivatives on the mesh according to
relations~where F is a function ofx andy):
E
21
1
Fdx.(
i
wi
xF~xi ,y!, ~14!
E
21
1
Fdy.(
j
wj
yF~x,yj !, ~15!
and
]F
]x U
x5xi
5(
k
dik
x F~xk ,y!, ~16!
]F
]y U
y5yj
5(
k
djk
y F~x,yk!, ~17!
where
dik
x 5
dgk~x!
dx U
x5xi
, ~18!4-2
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y 5
dgk~y!
dy U
y5yj
. ~19!
Direct pseudospectral discretization of the Hamiltonian
Eq. ~2! leads to anasymmetriceigenvalue problem. To sym
metrize the Hamiltonian discretization, we consider the al
native but equivalent variational form of the Schro¨dinger
equation
dE d3rc* ~Ĥ2E!c
dc*
50. ~20!
For the case of H2
1 in the prolate spheroidal coordinates, w
rewrite the integral in Eq.~20! as @15#
Fs[E d3rc* ~Ĥ2E!c ~21!
5
1
2a2E d3r 1sinh2m1sin2nF S ]F]m D
2
1S ]F]n D
2G
1
m2
2a2E d3r F
2
sinh2m sin2n
2E d3r F 2 coshma~cosh2m2cos2n! 1EG uFu2, ~22!
where
d3r5a3~sinh2m1sin2n!sinhm sinn dm dn dw. ~23!
DiscretizingFs under the polynomial approximation, Eq.~5!,
we obtain
Fs. (
i ,i 8, j
f i 8 jf i j (
k
qk jdki
m dki8
m
1 (
i , j , j 8
f i j 8f i j (
l
qil dl j
n dl j 8
n
1m2(
i , j
f i j
2 wi j8 2(
i , j
f i j
2 wi j F 2 coshm ia~cosh2m i2cos2n j ! 1EG ,
~24!
where f i j stands forf(m i ,n j ), and q, w, and w8 are the
weights
qi j 52pawi
xwj
ysinhm i sinn j S dmdx D
x5xi
S dndyD
y5yj
, ~25!
wi j 5qi j ~sinh
2m i1sin
2n j !, ~26!
wi j8 5wi j /sinh
2m i sin
2n j ~27!
and
di j
m5S dxdm D
i
di j
x , ~28!01341r-
di j
n 5S dydn D
i
di j
y . ~29!
It is now straightforward to perform the variation ofFs with
respect toc, Eq. ~20!, on the two-dimensional grid. This
leads to asymmetricgeneralized eigenvalue problem:
H 12 (k,i 8 f i 8 jqk jdkim dki8m 1 12 (j 8,l f i j 8qil dl jn dl j 8n J
1Fwi j8 m22 2wi j coshm i
a~cosh2m i2cos
2n j !
Gf i j 5Ewi j f i j .
~30!
Equation ~30! can be further simplified by settingx i j
5Awi j f i j @10# to obtain
H 12 (k,i 8 x i 8 j qk jAwi 8 jwi , j dkim dki8m 1 12 (j 8,l x i j 8 qilAwi j wi j 8 dl jn dl j 8n J
1Fwi j8wi j m22 2 coshm ia~cosh2m i2cos2n j !Gx i j 5Ex i j . ~31!
This is the final working equation for the discretization of t
H2
1 Hamiltonian in the prolate spheroidal coordinate
Equation~31! has the form of a standard eigenvalue proble
of a sparse real symmetric matrix.
As a measure of the accuracy of the procedure, we h
calculated the ground-state energy of H2
1 . Using only a
modest number of grid points~12 points inm and 10 points
in n), we have obtainedE521.1026342144949 a.u., in
complete agreement with the exact val
21.1026342144949 a.u@16#.
B. Complex-scaling generalized pseudospectral method
for the resonance-state problems
The generalized pseudospectral method described a
for bound-state eigenvalue problems can be extended to
resonance-state complex eigenvalue problems by mean
the complex-scaling transformation@17#. In the prolate sphe-
roidal coordinates, only the coordinatem needs to be com-
plex rotated, namely,
m→meia, ~32!
wherea is the rotation angle. Consider, for example, the
field ionization of H2
1 . In a static electric field parallel to
the molecular (ẑ) axis, the Hamiltonian of H2
1 becomes
Ĥ52
1
2
¹22
2 coshm
a~cosh2m2cos2n!
1Fa coshm cosn,
~33!
whereF is the electric-field amplitude. Following the simila
discretization procedures as discussed before, we obtain
following sparse complex symmetric matrix eigenval
problem:4-3
XI CHU AND SHIH-I CHU PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 013414TABLE I. The calculated dc widthG1sg andG1su of the 1sg and 1su energy levels of H2
1 . Also shown
for comparison are the results obtained by Zuo and Bandrauk@6# and Mulyukovet al., @8#. The dc-field
strength used isF50.0533 a.u.
G1sg ~a.u.! G1su ~a.u.!
R~a.u.! Ref. @6# Ref. @8# Present Ref.@6# Ref. @8# Present
6 2.231026 5.6931026 5.69231026 9.831024 1.8731023 1.87331023
10 1.331025 3.9231025 3.92231025 1.531023 2.2031023 2.19731023
14 2.531025 7.3031026 7.30531026 2.831024 6.7831024 6.77831024r
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m
1
1
2 (j 8,l
x i j 8
qil
Awi j wi j 8
dl j
n dl j 8
n
1S Fa coshm i cosn j2 2 coshm ia~cosh2m i2cos2n j ! Dx i j 5Ex i j .
~34!
Some results of our calculated dc field ionization widths a
presented in Table I. Also shown in Table I are the resu
obtained by Mulyukovet al., @8# using a different time-
independent method. The agreement of these two tim
independent calculations is excellent. The dc ionizati
widths of H2
1 have also been calculated by Zuo and Ba
drauk @6# by a time-dependent procedure. Their estima
~shown in Table I! are smaller than the two time-independe
calculations by a factor of 2 to 3.
C. Complex-scaling generalized pseudospectral method
for the determination of complex quasienergies associated
with multiphoton ionization processes
Corresponding to the periodically time-dependent Ham
tonian, in atomic units,
Ĥ~r ,t !52
1
2
¹22
2 coshm
a~cosh2m2cos2n!
1aF coshm cosn cosvt, ~35!
describing the interaction of the H2
1 molecule with a mono-
chromatic, linearly polarized, coherent laser field of fr
quencyv and peak field strengthF, with electric field along
the internuclear axisẑ, one can look for the wave function
C(t) in the following form according to Floquet theorem
@18#:
C~r ,t !5e2 i etF~r ,t !. ~36!
Here e is the quasienergy, andF(r ,t) is time periodic and
can be expanded in a Fourier series with the fundame
frequencyv:
F~r ,t !5(
n
Fn~r !e
2 invt, ~37!
where the quasienergy-state Fourier componentFn(r ) is
time independent. An equivalent time independent Floq
HamiltonianĤF may be obtained by@18#01341e
s
e-
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s
t
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-
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et
@Ĥ02e2nv#Fn1
1
2
Fa coshm cosn@Fn211Fn11#50,
~38!
~n50,61,62, . . . !.
Performing the complex-scaling transformation, Eq.~32!,
and using the variational formulation@similar to Eq.~20!# for
the Floquet Hamiltonian, it leads to the minimization of
Fs5
2
R2E d3r 1sinh2m1sin2nF S ]Fn]m D
2
1S ]Fn]n D
2G
2E d3r F 2 coshma~cosh2m2cos2n! 1nv1eG~Fn!2
1FaE d3r coshm cosn~Fn211Fn11!Fn ,
~n50,61,62, . . . !. ~39!
Discretizing Eqs.~39! by means of the CSGPS method a
performing the minimization, we obtain
1
2 (k,i 8
x i 8 j
n qk j
Awi 8 jwi , j
dki
m dki8
m
1
1
2 (j 8,l
x i j 8
n qil
Awi j wi j 8
dl j
n dl j 8
n
1Fa coshm i cosn j~x i j
n211x i j
n11!
2
2 coshm i
a~cosh2m i2cos
2n j !
x i j
n 5ex i j
n ,
~n50,61,62, . . . !. ~40!
Then we have an infinite dimensional complex symme
matrix, whose complex eigenvalues@e5(ER ,2G/2)# are
related to the positions and widths of the shifted and bro
ened complex quasienergy states@18#.
III. A CASE STUDY: NON-HERMITIAN FLOQUET
STUDY OF THE CHARGE-RESONANCE-ENHANCED
MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION OF H 2
¿ IN THE
INTENSE LOW-FREQUENCY LASER FIELDS
In this section, we present an application of the CSG
procedure along with the non-Hermitian Floquet formalis
@18# to the study of the mechanisms for the enhanced ion
tion phenomenon of H2
1 ions in intense monochromati
low-frequency laser fields. The laser parameters used4-4
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COMPLEX-SCALING GENERALIZED PSEUDOSPECTRAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 013414wavelength 1064 nm and peak intensity 1014 W/cm2. As-
suming the laser polarization is along the internuclear (ẑ2)
axis, only theS electronic states need to be considered.
Figure 1 shows the field-free electron energy levels
H2
1 as a function of internuclear distanceR, obtained by the
generalized pseudospectral method discussed in Sec. II.
two lowest electronic states, 1sg and 1su , become nearly
degenerate at largerR. In the presence of the external field
the electric dipole coupling of 1sg and 1su is linearly pro-
portional toR and becomes very significant. This pheno
enon, known as the ‘‘charge resonance’’~CR! effect @19#,
occurs only in the odd-charged molecular-ion systems.
will be exploited in this section, the combined effect of C
and the multiphoton transitions to excited electronic state
the main mechanism responsible for the enhanced ioniza
phenomenon observed for the molecular-ion systems.
In Figs. 2 and 3, we present theR-dependent real and
imaginary parts of the complex quasienergies of H2
1 , re-
spectively, in the presence of the linearly polarized 1064-
monochromatic laser field with peak intensity 1014 W/cm2.
The number of grid points used are 46 in them coordinate
and 34 in then coordinate. Due to the symmetry of th
system, only half of then grid points are actually needed. U
to 121 Floquet photon blocks are used to achieve fully c
verged results. The largest dimension of the Floquet ma
considered in this study is 87 120. The complex quasiene
eigenvalues can be determined accurately and efficiently
the implicitly restarted Arnoldi algorithm for a comple
sparse matrix previously developed and used for the ato
resonances@11#. To our knowledge, this is the first succes
ful attempt to perform fully converged Floquet calculatio
for low-frequency~1064 nm! multiphoton processes in mo
lecular systems.
Due to the large number of the electronic and Floq
blocks involved, the resulting Floquet energy-level struct
is rather complicated. In Fig. 2, we show only those quas
nergy states whose major components are the field-freesg
FIG. 1. Electronic energy levels ofS electronic states of field-
free H2
1 molecular ion vs internuclear distanceR. The proton-
proton Coulomb repulsion energy is not included. The nsg states
are in solid lines, while the nsu states are in dotted lines.01341f
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and 1su states. In fact, the information regarding enhanc
ionization can be extracted from these complex quasiene
states alone. Fig. 2 shows several intriguing behaviors of
real parts of the quasienergy levels. Firstly, the quasiene
levels are nearly parallel to each other in the larger inter
clear separation regime,R.6a0, and the separation of eac
quasienergy curve is equal to the photon frequencyv. On the
other hand, the behavior is quite different at shorter dista
(R,5a0). For R close to the equilibrium distance (Re), the
quasienergy levels are separated into two different groups
one group, Re(e) first increases with increasingR and re-
sembles the behavior of the field-free 1sg state.~We shall
call this group the ‘‘lower’’ group.! In the other group,
Re(e) first decreases with increasingR and resembles the
behavior of the field-free 1su state.~We shall call this group
the ‘‘upper’’ group.! Within each group, the separation o
FIG. 2. The real parts of the complex quasienergies vsR. Only
those quasienergy states whose dominant components are fromsg
and 1su states are included. Two different groups of quasiene
states can be identified. The solid lines indicate one represent
quasienergy level from each group.
FIG. 3. The imaginary parts of the complex quasienergies vR
from the lower and upper groups of quasienergy levels.4-5
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XI CHU AND SHIH-I CHU PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 013414nearby quasienergy levels are exactly 2v. We label two of
the representative quasienergy levels~one from each group!
by solid lines in Fig. 2. An important consequence of t
Floquet symmetry is that all of these quasienergy state
the lower ~upper! group, separated by 2mv (m integer! in
energy, are in fact physically indistinguishable and cont
the same information regarding multiphoton dynamics. Th
for example, while the~real! energy is separated by 2mv,
each quasienergy state in the lower~o upper! group has the
identical imaginary energy, Im(e), since the latter is related
to the total ionization rate of the physical state. Thus in
following we shall use the dynamical information contain
in the two quasienergy levels~denoted by solid lines in Fig
2! to explore the multiphoton dynamics and the mechanis
responsible for the enhanced ionization phenomenon.
Figure 3 shows theR-dependent imaginary parts~widths!
of the complex quasienergies in the lower~solid line! and
upper~dotted line! groups, respectively. It is intriguing tha
both curves exhibit two major peaks in the ionization rate
certain larger distancesR. For the ‘‘lower’’ group, the largest
ionization enhancement occurs atR.9 a0 and a second en
hancement occurs aroundR.6.2 a0. For the upper group
the major enhancement occurs aroundR.8 a0 and the sec-
ond enhancement atR.5 a0. The ionization enhancemen
phenomenon at some larger internuclear distanceR has been
reported in other recent theoretical studies@6–8# and inter-
preted in the light of the over-the-barrier ionization picture
the dc-field limit. In the dc field, the ionization width of th
upper ‘‘2p’’ level ~in the field-free united-atom language! is
much larger than that of the lower ‘‘1s’’ @8# state. In a low-
frequency laser field, a certain amount of the electron po
lation is excited to the 2p level due to charge resonanc
and/or multiphoton absorption. Thus in the dc-field pictu
the 2p level is considered to be the major state respons
for the observed ionization enhancement@6–8#. Zuo and
Bandrauk@6# argued that the major ionization peak aris
from over-the-barrier ionization of the 2p level out of the
higher electronic-field potential well. Mulyukovet al., @8# on
the other hand, have suggested that the ionization enha
ment is due to the mixing of the 2p state, which is localized
in the higher well of the double-well electronic-field pote
tial, with energetically nearby highly excited states that
localized in the lower potential well. Over-the-barrier ioniz
tion from the lower well can proceed without the impedime
of back scattering of the electron from the hump between
wells. These authors also performed perturbative correcti
through orderv2, of the shifts of 1s and 2p levels in the
low-frequency ac field@8#. However, the perturbative correc
tions breakdown near ionization peak positions. Althou
the dc-field picture of the ionization enhancement is insig
ful, detailed mechanism does not yet appear to be set
Also the dc-field predicted peak positions are somewhat
ferent from those of our quasienergy calculations. Fina
our results indicate that the quasienergy states in both u
and lower groups both show double-peak enhancement
tures. Qualitatively, this latter observation may be attribu
to the fact that our Floquet study is a genuine ac-field st
and the upper and lower quasienergy states are the dynam
combination of both the ‘‘1s’’ and ‘‘2 p’’ levels in the sense01341in
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that the majority of the electron population is transferri
back and forth between the field-free 1sg and 1su states. A
more detailed analysis will be presented below.
It is instructive to study the property and dynamical b
havior of these two groups of Floquet quasienergy state
the low-frequency and charge resonance regimes as a f
tion of internuclear distanceR. We consider first the time-
averaged electron population remaining in the bare 1sg and
1su states:
r̄1sg
k 5
1
TE0
T
dtU(
n
e2 invt^1sguFn
k&U25(
n
u^1sguFn
k&u2,
~41!
r̄1su
k 5
1
TE0
T
dtU(
n
e2 invt^1suuFn
k&U25(
n
u^1suuFn
k&u2,
~42!
where T52p/v is the period,Fn is the nth Fourier compo-
nent of the quasienergy state from Eq.~37!, and k is the
index for different Floquet states corresponding to tho
adiabatic quasienergy levels shown in Figure 2. Note t
here we only consider the periodic part of the quasiene
eigenfunctions, Eq.~37!, since the quasienergy exponenti
factor e2Gt, Eq. ~36!, describes only the overall decayin
behavior. The results are shown in Fig. 4 for both the up
and lower quasienergy states~namely, those denoted by soli
lines in Fig. 2!. In fact all the upper-group quasienerg
states, separated by 2mv (m integer!, have the identical
electron population behavior as that shown in Fig. 4 and
independent of the indexk. It is the same for all the quasie
nergy states in the lower group. We found thatr̄1sg
k 1 r̄1su
k
.1, indicating that the dominant electron population s
remains in the 1sg and 1su states in this laser intensity (10
14
W/cm2). Moreover, the curve for̄ 1sg in the upper state is
almost the same as that ofr̄1su in the lower state, and vice
versa. Thus the upper and lower quasienergy states for
FIG. 4. The time-averaged electron population in 1sg and 1su
states from the lower and upper groups of quasienergy states.4-6
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the oscillatory behavior of the electron population as a fu
tion of R at larger internuclear separation.
We also examine the temporal behavior of electro
population at different time as a function of internucle
separationR. Again we only consider the periodic part of th
quasienergy eigenfunctions of typical upper and lower sta
In Fig. 5 we show the electron population remaining in t
1sg and 1su states at 5mp/v, corresponding to the pea
field amplitude case, wherem is a positive integer:
r1sgS t5 mpv D5U(n e2 inmp^1sguFn&U
2
, ~43!
r1suS t5 mpv D5U(n e2 inmp^1suuFn&U
2
. ~44!
We found that at this instant of time~in each optical
cycle, regardless the value ofm), the dominant population is
in the 1sg level for the lower quasienergy state and in t
1su level for the upper quasienergy state. This is partly d
to the fact that at50, the lower state reduces to the fiel
free 1sg level while the upper state reduces to the field-fr
1su level. Several salient features are observed in Fig
First, we see a significant ‘‘dip’’ in the electron populatio
nearbyR.3.6 a0. Notice that the energy separation~at fixed
R) of the bare 1sg and 1su levels ~Fig. 1! is larger than
one-photon energy forR,5.1a0. Thus in these shorter inter
nuclear distance ranges, the transition between these
states is multiphoton dominant. The dip aroundR.3.6 a0
indicates that there is a multiphoton resonance between
1sg and 1su levels and some population transfer betwe
the two levels takes place. When the internuclear separa
R becomes larger than 6 a0, however, the 1sg and 1su levels
becomes nearly degenerate and the electric dipole coup
between the two levels is significant and increases line
with increasing R. The quasienergy eigenfunction no
FIG. 5. TheR-dependent electron population in the 1sg and
1su states at timet5mp/v, wherem is a positive integer. The
population is independent ofm.01341e
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spreads among many Fourier components. In this case
modulus of the exponential time factore2 inmp is unity, and
all the 1sg ~or 1su) Fourier components have the same si
and they add up constructively. As a result, there is lit
‘‘net’’ electron transfer between the 1sg and 1su levels and
the electron population remains close to unity in the 1sg
level for the lower quasienergy state and in the 1su level for
the upper quasienergy state for largerR.
The electron population behavior att5(2m11)p/2v, m
integer, corresponding to the instant~in each optical! of zero
electric dipole coupling, is shown in Fig. 6:
r1sgS t5 ~2m11!p2v D5U(n e2 in(2m11)p/2^1sguFn&U
2
,
~45!
r1suS t5 ~2m11!p2v D5U(n e2 in(2m11)p/2^1suuFn&U
2
.
~46!
In this case, the exponential time factore2 in(2m11)p/2 be-
comes11(1 i) and21(2 i) alternatively for the 1sg(1su)
Fourier components, resulting in the near cancellation of
contributions from various Fourier components. The o
come is that electron absorbs and emits photons and j
back and forth between the 1sg and 1su Floquet ladders as
R varies. For largerR, the electron populations show a ne
periodic function ofR and the upper and lower states form
pair of conjugated levels.
When all the time within a given optical cycle is consi
ered, the averaged electron population behavior is depi
i Fig. 4. The oscillatory behavior at largerR regime can be
described as the consequence of a ‘‘charge-resona
enhanced multiphoton transition’’ effect, namely, stro
1sg-1su coupling prevails in each sequential photo
absorption/emission in the Floquet state ladders:
FIG. 6. Same as that of Fig. 5 except that the time is now se
t5(2m11)p/v.4-7
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~47!
n23.⇔u1sg ,n24. . . . ,
wheren is the photon block index and⇔ denotes the electric
dipole coupling. Since the 1sg and 1su levels are nearly
degenerate, the coupling in each step is strong. The resu
quasienergy eigenfunction spreads among many higher
rier components.
It is also instructive to examine the time evolution of t
electron population~at fixed internuclear distanceR) at each
electronic-field potential well, providing the informatio
about the electron localization and/or delocalization. Sin
we are dealing with the ac field problem, the population
the left (z,0) and right (z.0) potential wells should be
identical. This population can be estimated by integrating
electron population over half of the space~say, the right-half
space,z.0) only
nright~ t !52pa
3E
0
p
2 dnE
0
`
dm~sinh2m1sin2n!
3sinhm sinnF~m,n,t !, ~48!
where F(m,n,t)[F(r ,t) in Eq. ~36!. Again we consider
here only the periodic part of the quasienergy eigenfunct
Several representative internuclear distancesR are chosen to
display the electron population behavior in the right poten
well (z.0): those two distances that exhibit the ionizati
peak positions and one smaller and one largerR. The results
are shown for the lower~upper! quasienergy state in Fig.
~Fig. 8!. Note that nright(t) is a periodic function of time as i
should be. The most prominent feature is that it fluctuates
and down around the mean value 0.5 for all the distanceR.
Thus the electron does not appear to prefer to localize in
right (z.0) or left (z,0) potential well. This ac picture is
different from that inferred from the dc picture. Notice al
that the amplitude of the fluctuation decreases asR increases.
FIG. 7. The temporal behavior of the electron population of
lower quasienergy states at several internuclear separationsR. Only
the population in the ‘‘right’’-half space (z.0) is included.01341ng
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It becomes more difficult for the electron to jump from on
potential well to the other asR increases. Finally, within
each optical cycle, there are small fluctuations. These ma
attributed to the charge resonance enhanced multiphoton
citation.
Now we come to the center of the question regarding w
there exists two ionization peaks for both lower and high
quasienergy states seen in Fig. 3. Using the dc-field pict
Shakeshaftet al., @8# argued that the ionization enhanceme
of the ‘‘2p’’ state is due to its mixing with energeticall
nearby highly excited states that are localized in the low
electronic-field potential well, followed by the over-the
barrier ionization from the lower well. In the following we
explore the mixing of the bare 1sg and 1su states with
excited electronic states in the presence of the low-freque
ac field. This provides new insights regarding the act
mechanism responsible for the ionization enhancement.
call that we have found earlier that the majority of the ele
tron population remains in the 1sg and 1su states. However,
these two levels alone cannot contribute to the ionization
reality, they have some substantial mixing with excited el
tronic states through various multiphoton resonances. S
these excited electronic states have much larger ioniza
widths than those of 1sg and 1su states, their contributions
can lead to the overall ionization enhancement. To expl
this further, we plot in Fig. 9 the electron population of va
ous excited electronic states estimated by the projection
the lower quasienergy state onto various field-free exc
electronic states. Figure 9 shows that atR around 9 a0, there
are substantial populations of various excited electro
states, with the major contribution arising from the 3sg state
at R.9 a0. This accounts for the major ionization enhanc
ment atR.9 a0 of the lower quasienergy state seen in F
3. Similarly, the other smaller ionization enhancement of
lower quasienergy state is due to the contributions of
xcited states aroundR.6 a0 with the dominant contribu-
tions arising from the 2sg and 4sg states, etc. Figure 10
shows the corresponding information for the ‘‘uppe
quasienergy state. Similar analysis provides the clue to
e FIG. 8. Same as those of Fig. 7 except for the upper quasien
states.4-8
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quasienergy state seen in Fig. 3.
Finally it is instructive to make some comparison of t
present time-independent Floquet results with other res
such as those obtained by the numerical solution of the ti
dependent Schro¨dinger equation@6#. In general one expect
that the time-dependent calculations can reproduce the
havior of Floquet quasienergy results if both calculations
fully converged and if the following two conditions are sa
isfied: ~a! the laser field is turned on adiabatically, and~b!
there are no avoided crossings of quasienergy levels. Ind
excellent agreements of the time-dependent and Floque
sults were obtained in a number of previous studies of m
tiphoton ionization and/or high harmonic generation rates
atomic systems@21#. In the time-dependent calculation o
H2
1 by Zuo and Bandrauk@6#, the laser field is turned on
linearly in the first five optical cycles and then kept consta
The norm of the wave function decays exponentially due
the removal of the electron at the boundary of the numer
grid. The overall feature of the time-dependent results@6# is
FIG. 9. The electron population of various excited electro
states calculated from the lower quasienergy states.
FIG. 10. The electron population of various excited electro
states calculated from the upper quasienergy states.01341lts
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qualitatively similar to the pattern of the lower or upp
quasienergy level~also reproduced in Fig. 11 for compar
son!, showing the ionization enhancement can occur at t
larger internuclear distances. The peak positions of the ti
dependent calculations@6# are closer to those of the lowe
quasienergy level. However, the peak ionization rates of R
@6# are smaller than those of the lower quasienergy level. T
situation is somewhat similar to that shown in Table I, whe
the dc widths obtained by Ref.@6# are also smaller by a
factor of about 3 than our results and those of Ref.@8#.
Also shown in Fig. 11 for comparison are the the cyc
averaged dc quasienergy widths of the 2p state ~i.e., the
average of the dc ionization rates over all instantane
value of the ac-field strength during one optical cycle! ob-
tained by Mulyukov et al., @8#. These ~frequency-
independent! dc quasienergy widths are significantly high
than those of the time-dependent results of Zuo and B
drauk@6#, although the peak heights of the dc rates are lik
to be an overestimation. Mulyukovet al., @8# also considered
thev2 correction term to their dc quasienergy widths, but t
perturbative correction breaks down near the peak positio
A couple of intriguing questions arise regarding the co
parison of the time-dependent calculations with the pres
Floquet results. Do both lower and upper quasienergy lev
c
FIG. 11. Comparison of the ionization rate of H2
1 vs R obtained
by the time-dependent numerical calculations of Ref.@6# and by the
present time-independent Floquet quasienergy~QE! calculations.
Also shown here for comparison are our new time-dependent~TD!
results~open circles! and the cycle-averaged dc quasienergy wid
of the 2p state~dotted line! of Ref. @8#. The laser wavelength and
intensity used are 1064 nm and 1014 W/cm2, respectively.4-9
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XI CHU AND SHIH-I CHU PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 013414contribute to the total rate in the time-dependent calcu
tions? What happens if the field is turned on adiabatica
Also can the near degeneracy of the unperturbed 1sg and
1su states at intermediate and large distances cause s
mixing of the two quasienergy levels in the time-depend
calculations? To answer some of these questions, we h
performed a time-dependent calculation independently
means of thetime-dependent generalized pseudospec
~TDGPS! method recently developed in our group for no
perturbative treatment of multiphoton ionization and hi
harmonic generation~HHG! of atoms @20# and molecules
@22# in strong fields. The TDGPS procedure allowsnonuni-
form and optimal spatial grid discretization of the Ham
tonian, which is essential for the Coulomb potential, a
efficient time propagation of the wave function. Hig
precision time-dependent wave functions can be obtained
this procedure as demonstrated, for example, by the exce
agreement of the HHG power spectra inle gthandaccelera-
tion forms over 20 orders of magnitude@20,22#. In the
present time-dependent calculation, the field is turned on
early for the first ten optical cycles and then the field amp
tude is kept constant. The initial state att50 is assumed to
be in the unperturbed 1sg electronic state of H2
1 . Our time-
dependent results for the intermediate and large distance
shown by the open circles in Fig. 11. interestingly, the io
ization rates from our time-dependent calculations foll
closely and nearly coincide with those of the lower quasi
ergy level. This indicates that our field turn-on procedu
appears ‘‘adiabatic’’ enough and the lower quasienergy le
unambiguously provides all the needed information for
counting the enhanced ionization at intermediate and largR.
The agreement of our time-dependent and Floquet res
also confirms the numerical convergency of both calcu
tions. Note that in the range of internuclear distancesRet
ev
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55 to 12 a0) in our time-dependent calculations, there is
avoided crossing of the upper and lower quasienergy le
~cf. Fig. 2!. The upper quasienergy level is likely to als
contribute to the ionization rate in the avoided crossing
gions in nonadiabatictime-dependent calculations. In sum
mary, the analysis of the quasienergy level behavior p
sented in this paper provides new insights regarding
detailed ionization enhancement mechanisms, which can
be easily obtained by the time-dependent procedure.
In conclusion, we have presented a new CSGPS pro
dure for accurate and efficient determination of the comp
quasienergy states of two-center molecular systems. We h
applied the procedure to the study of the mechanism resp
sible for the ionization enhancement of H2
1 in intense low-
frequency~1064 nm! laser fields. From the present Floqu
study, we lead to the conclusion that the ionization enhan
ment is mainly due to the charge resonance enhanced m
photon resonances of the 1sg and 1su states with excited
electronic states. The ‘‘critical’’ distances where the ioniz
tion enhancement occur depend on the molecular electr
structure and laser frequency and intensity used. Finally,
note that the outlined CSGPS procedure in this paper is q
general and can be applied to other two-center problem
well. We are currently extending the CSGPS method alo
with the Floquet formulation oftime-dependent density
functional theory@21# for nonperturbative treatment of mu
tiphoton processes ofmany-electronsystems in intense lase
fields.
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